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Abstract A theoretical model relates case mix, stang, and monitoring to the likelihood of a plea agreement. Analysis of federal drug tracking cases in scal years 1993 through 1996 leads to the following conclusions: There are fewer pleas in districts that are understaed and are facing more severe crimes. Further, there are fewer pleas in United States Attorney districts with many or with few prosecutors, and there are more pleas in United States Attorney districts with an average number of prosecutors. The explanation for the latter results is that prosecutors may take cases to trial to acquire human capital unless they are closely monitored. Estimation of the monitoring technology shows that it exhibits increasing returns to scale for small districts, and decreasing returns to scale for large districts. Given such a monitoring technology, the relationship between the number of monitors and the level of monitoring is consistent with an optimal allocation of resources between monitoring and prosecution.



Economists have often asserted that larger rms nd it more dicult to monitor their employees. This diculty in monitoring has important implications for compensation contracts. For instance, it is hypothesized that large rms pay higher wages to deter workers from shirking. The empirical evidence for this assertion, however, is far from conclusive. (See Brown and Medo [3], Abowd, Kramerz, and Margolis [1].2) Much less work has discussed the determinants of the monitoring level in the public sector. Glaeser, Kessler, and Piehl [7] analyze the behavior of Assistant United States Attorneys (AUSAs).3 In particular, they claim that AUSAs tend to prosecute high status individuals, because such prosecution increases their human capital and hence their returns in the private sector. High status individuals are taken to be white defendants, because such defendants are more likely to be represented by private counsel. Glaeser et al. examine the National Correction Reporting Program data and nd that the 2



Brown and Medo nd that piece-rate workers are paid more in larger rms than



in smaller rms. If one believes that there are no monitoring problems for piece-rate workers, this implies that the premium paid by larger rms is not due to monitoring. Abowd, Kramerz, and Margolis nd that most of the premium paid by larger rms can be explained by dierences in workers and rms. 3 Assistant United States Attorney is the ocial title for Federal prosecutors.
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fraction of drug oenders who are white is higher in Federal than State prisons. This bias is also found to be positively related to the number of AUSAs in a State. The explanation for this nding is that in large States (i.e., with many AUSAs), the United States Attorney (USA) cannot supervise AUSAs as closely as in smaller States.4 While Glaeser et al. assume that monitoring is less eective in larger States, this paper attempts to identify the determinants of the level of monitoring. There are two problems with using the National Correction Reporting Program data to study the determinants of the monitoring level. First, only 35 States are part of this program. Second, the data set only identi es Federal prisoners by their State and not by the USA district that prosecuted them.5 Combining districts that belong to the same State is particularly problematic because of the particular way in which States are divided into districts. Glaeser et al. measure supervision by adding the number of AUSAs in a State. This gives Alabama (divided in three districts of size: 34, 14, 16) more AUSAs than Maryland (with only one district of size 50) even though each district in Alabama is considerably smaller than in Maryland. 4 5



United States Attorney supervises all the AUSAs in a district. Even though the data set contains a variable for the county for State prisoners, the



county is not reported for Federal prisoners.
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This paper uses Federal Justice Statistics Resource Center data to analyze whether the outcome of a drug tracking case is a plea agreement or a jury trial. Because USAs and AUSAs have dierent preferences over plea versus trial, it is important for chief prosecutors to monitor the plea process. Schulhofer and Nagel [23] studied in depth ten USA districts and found that (1) the extent to which AUSA pleas were monitored varied greatly among districts, and (2) AUSAs did not always abide by the oce plea policies. Table 1 on pages 44 through 46 demonstrates the wide variety in the plea settlements across United States Attorney districts from scal year 1993 through scal year 1996.6 Because cases that go to trial take longer to be concluded, there is a selection bias in the data that makes the percentage of pleas higher in later years. The wide variation in the percentage of pleas across districts and years is of economic importance, because trials take more prosecutorial and judicial resources than plea agreements.7 Dierent allocations in prosecutorial time 6



The reader may notice that the table does not include all districts. Districts that



are not contained in a State (e.g., District of Columbia) are not considered in this paper because the position of USA in these districts is dierent in nature. 7 For instance, in a study of the Municipal court of Philadelphia, the average estimates of court time are: 55 minutes for plea, 80 minutes for bench trial, and 720 minutes for
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aect the likelihood with which criminals are prosecuted and their level of punishment. This paper explains the variation in pleas by dierences in case mix, stang, and supervision among districts. Dierences in case mix lead to dierences in plea rates, because more serious oenses are more likely to lead to trials.8 Dierences in stang lead to dierences in plea rates because understaed oces face higher opportunity costs of trial. Finally, dierences in supervision lead to dierences in plea rates, because more eective supervision makes it more dicult for AUSAs to deviate from the district plea policies. The analysis in this paper is restricted to simple drug tracking cases for four reasons.9 First, the objective function of the prosecutors (USA, AUSA) seems easier to characterize for such cases (see Section 3.2). Second, there are better proxies for case mix for drug tracking cases (see Section 2). Third, the large number of drug tracking cases prosecuted by AUSAs lends statistical signi cance to the results in the paper. Fourth, the agency problem discussed in this paper is speci c to the type of drug tracking cases analyzed jury trial [22]. 8 This was rst pointed out by Landes [12]. 9 The restriction to `simple drug tracking cases' consists of excluding drug possession cases and Organized Crime Drug Task Force cases.
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(see Section 3.1). This paper nds that the monitoring level is not always a decreasing function of size. Clearly, if monitoring is a xed resource, then the monitoring level always decreases with district size. However, it is shown in the model that, if an agency can allocate resources to monitoring, then the optimal level of monitoring can be either decreasing or increasing in district size. In fact, the empirical estimates in this paper show that monitoring levels are increasing for small oces and decreasing for large oces. The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 1, a theoretical model lays out the assumptions under which (i) the likelihood of a plea bargain is related to the ability of the USA to monitor AUSAs in that district and (ii) monitoring levels are related to district size. In Section 2, two statistical models are presented, one relating the likelihood of a plea bargain to the case mix, the stang level, and the size of the district, and the other relating the eectiveness of monitoring to district size. Section 3 gives additional justi cation for the assumptions made throughout the paper. Section 4 describes the United States Attorney system and the policy implications of the ndings in this paper. Appendix A provides a quick overview of the sentencing guidelines, Appendix B discusses an example where the prosecutor has private infor5



mation on the identity and credibility of the witness, Appendix C contains proofs of the theoretical results, and Appendix D contains all tables.



1 Theoretical estimation of the level of monitoring Compared to pleas, trials take additional prosecutorial resources (HollandarBlumo [11]). In the model this paper discusses, the AUSA is assumed to possess private information on the strength of a case. There are two distinct reasons for why such private information leads to trials. First, an AUSA with strong private information cannot convince the defendant to accept a long term in prison, and hence such cases end up in trials. Second, the AUSA and the USA dier in their valuation of a trial. Specifically, for the cases studied in this paper, the AUSA values a trial higher than the USA at the margin (see Section 3.1). For this reason, depending on the level of monitoring of the USA, cases that the USA would have wanted to plea bargain may end up in trials. The rest of the section is organized as follows. The preferences and information of the three individuals in the model { defendant, AUSA, and 6



USA { are rst discussed. After reviewing the timing of moves in the model, the relationship between monitoring, information, pleas, and the size of the district is derived.



1.1 Defendant The defendant is an individual suspected of drug tracking and prosecuted by an AUSA. The severity of the case that the defendant is suspected of committing, S , represents the length of the prison term if the defendant is convicted in case of a trial, and is distributed according to G over [S; S]. Another parameter of the case, the probability with which the defendant is convicted in case of a trial, t, is distributed according to F over [0; 1], where F has a continuously dierentiable density f . The value of S and the distribution of t are revealed to all parties in the model, but the defendant does not know the realization of t. The model assumes that the preferences of the defendant can be represented by the utility function uD = ,s, where s is the expected length of the prison term.10 The defendant makes a take-it-or-leave it settlement oer x, 10



Hence, the defendant is assumed to be risk neutral. See Polinsky and Shavell [18] for a



discussion of risk preferences of the defendant. Note that this paper assumes away agency problems between the defendant and the defense counsel. See Miller [16] for a theoretical
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where x is the time the defendant spends in jail if the plea is accepted.11



1.2 Assistant United States Attorney During plea bargaining, the AUSA is assumed to have private information about the evidence that can be brought to trial. Speci cally, the AUSA has private information on t. One type of the private information considered in this model is the identity and credibility of witnesses: For an illustrating example, see Appendix B.12 Preferences for the AUSA are represented by a utility function uA =



s + iT , jP , where s is the time the defendant spends in jail, i = 1 indicates that there is a trial, j = 1 indicates that the AUSA turned down a plea the USA would have wanted the AUSA to accept, T is the AUSA's personal bene t from a trial, and P is the expected penalty the AUSA suers when the USA discovers the AUSA's delinquency. The personal bene t from trial



T is a decreasing function of c, the trial cost incurred by the USA when a case goes to trial. In other words, the AUSA internalizes part of the trial study on the eciency of dierent attorney compensation schemes. 11 For a discussion of this assumption, see Section 3.5. 12 For dierent sources of private information examined by dierent authors in the plea bargaining literature, see Hay [10].
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cost incurred by the district oce. Also, if T < 0, T is interpreted as the AUSA's disutility from a trial. Furthermore, P = pP0 , where P0 is the cost to the AUSA due to the punishment imposed by the USA. Such punishment occurs when the AUSA turns down a plea the USA would have wanted to accept. To a large degree, the USA determines the salary raise, job assignments, and promotions of an AUSA. Further, if an AUSA wants to work in the private sector, the USA may write a letter of recommendation for the AUSA. The parameter P0 represents the variety of ways in which a USA can punish an AUSA. Finally,



p is the probability of the USA detecting such delinquency.



1.3 United States Attorney The utility the USA derives from an individual case prosecuted in the district is u0U = s , ic, where s is the expected time the defendant spends in jail, c is the (opportunity) cost of a trial, and i = 1 if there is a trial. If the USA expects a trial to lead to a jail sentence of S with probability t, the USA wants the AUSA to accept any plea oer in which the defendant receives a sentence of at least tS , c. The utility of the USA derived from the prosecution of all cases is uU = k0(n , m)u0U , where k0 is the number of cases prosecuted per 9



prosecutor, n is the number of AUSAs in the district, m is the number of supervisory AUSAs, and hence n , m is the number of AUSAs who prosecute cases in the district. In choosing the optimal level of supervision (or the optimal number of supervisory attorneys), the USA has to balance two considerations. On the one hand, more supervision increases the probability of detecting delinquency, p, and hence reduces the number of cases going to trial that should be settled through plea bargain. On the other hand, a higher level of supervision is achieved by allocating more resources to monitoring, and hence this leaves fewer resources for prosecution. In the model, the monitoring level and the number of supervisory attorneys are related as follows. Consider a USA in a district of size n. In order to ensure a level of monitoring p, the USA needs to allocate m = ng(n; p) AUSAs to supervision, where g(n; p) represents the supervision technology available to USA district oces.



1.4 Timing Given that this paper is concerned with the potential agency problem in monitoring AUSAs, throughout the paper we assume P0 , T < c. Also, since 10



federal drug tracking cases are severe cases, we assume that the expected utility the USA derives from any individual case is non-negative. Finally, throughout the paper, the parameters P0, c and T are taken to be xed and known by all parties. The time structure in the game is as follows: (1) USA chooses the level of monitoring, p, and reveals it to all parties; (2) A case is led, the severity S is known to all parties, but only AUSA learns the probability of conviction, t; (3) Defendant makes a take-it-or-leave-it settlement oer x, where x denotes time in prison; (4) AUSA accepts or rejects the oer: if AUSA accepts, the case is ended through plea bargain, otherwise, there is a trial; (5) USA observes with probability p whether the AUSA has rejected a plea bargain that the USA would have accepted and punishes the AUSA when delinquency is detected. Figure 1 summarizes the time structure.



1.5 Results Proposition 1 establishes that: Higher monitoring increases the probability of a plea; cases prosecuted in an oce with higher opportunity cost for trial 11
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Figure 1: Model of monitoring and plea bargain. United States Attorney selects the probability p with which an AUSA who violates district policy is punished. For a particular case, Assistant United States Attorney has private information t over strength of case. Defendant makes a plea oer x that the AUSA either accepts or rejects. 12



are more likely to go to plea; more severe cases are more likely to go to trial.13 The following notation is introduced to state the proposition. The minimum oer acceptable to an AUSA of type t is given by x(t) = tS , (P , T ). Hence if the defendant oers a plea x, all AUSAs of type t 



x+P ,T S



A



accept the oer. The probability of a plea bargain settlement is thus given by  = F (A). Further, the defendant's expected utility can be written as



UD (A; p; c; S ) = ,F (A)x(A) , S



Z1



A



tf (t)dt;



(1)



where x(A) = AS , (P , T ). The solution A? to maxA UD (A; p; c; S ) is regular and interior if A? 2 (0; 1) and



d2 UD j d2 A A=A



< 0.



Proposition 1 Consider a subgame perfect equilibrium of the game where the AUSA accepts an oer if and only if t < A. If for all p and S , the solution to maxA UD (A; p; c; S ) is regular and interior, then the probability of a plea bargain  is increasing in p, increasing in c, and decreasing in S .



Appendix C contains the proof of Proposition 1 and provides sucient conditions on f for the solution to max UD (A; p; c; S ) to be regular and interior (Lemma 1). 13



We are most grateful to Jennifer Reinganum whose comments helped greatly improve



this proposition.
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As discussed in Section 1.3, in a district with n prosecutors, a USA selects a monitoring level p by giving supervisory duties to m = ng(n; p) AUSAs. De ne the expected utility the USA derives from an individual case to be



UU0 (p)  Et;S [u0U (p)]. In equilibrium, the USA selects the value of p that maximizes his expected utility, UU (p), where 











 Z S nh



UU (p) = n 1 , g(n; p) UU0 (p) = n 1 , g(n; p)



S



x(p)F (A(p)) +



Z1



A(p)



i



o



(tS , c)f (t)dt dG(S ) :



The function g represents the monitoring technology in the district oce, and it is assumed to satisfy the following conditions: 0 < g < 1 and gp > 0. Let the optimal level of monitoring, p? = argmaxp UU (p), be regular and interior. Since



@ 2UU = @ h( 1 , gn )U i @p@n @p n 1 , g U = , (1 U,Ug)2 [(1 , g)gnp + gn gp]; 2U U and hence that of dp? depend on the values of gp , gn and gnp . the sign of @@p@n dn



Therefore, the comparative statics results with respect to n are not clear-cut: Depending on the features of the monitoring technology, dpdn? can be positive or negative. To estimate the monitoring technology, assume the following functional 14



form. Suppose that in a district with n AUSAs, where m serve as monitors, the level of monitoring is p = h(m; n) = m n,m



m 2 n,m (a + bn + cn ).



The variable



describes the monitoring expenditure per prosecuting AUSA, while the



term a + bn + cn2 measures the eectiveness of such monitoring. Although any speci c functional form imposes certain restrictions on the monitoring technology to be estimated, the one discussed here allows us to study how the monitoring eectiveness changes with size (n). For instance, if b = c = 0, then monitoring eectiveness does not vary with the size of the district; if c < 0, then, for large enough n, monitoring expenditure becomes less and less eective with the size of the district. Note that since the monitoring level depends on the monitoring expenditure per prosecuting AUSA, low levels of eectiveness in monitoring need not be correlated with low level of monitoring. In Appendix C, it is shown that the speci c functional form described above satis es the assumptions for g and establishes the relationship between monitoring eectiveness and the optimal level of monitoring.



Proposition 2 Let p = n,mm (a + bn + cn2), where p is the level of monitoring, n is the number of AUSAs, m is the number of monitors, b > 0, and c < 0. Then for some n? 2 N+,



dp? dn



> 0 when n < n? and 15



dp? dn



< 0 when n > n?.



2 Empirical estimates of monitoring ability This section studies dierences across districts in the fraction of drug traf cking cases that are settled by a plea agreement. The analysis is restricted to individuals suspected of drug tracking, because of their large number, the availability of better information on severity, and the fact that the agency problem discussed in this paper is speci c to those cases.14 The case information is from the Central System and Central Charge les of the Executive Oce of United States Attorneys (EOUSA) for scal years 1993, 1994, 1995, and 1996. The size information on the USA district oces was requested via a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) from the Executive Oce of the United States Attorneys. The counsel information is from the Administrative Oce of United States Courts (AOUSC). The source of the biographical information on drug tracking defendants is the United States Sentencing Commission (USSC) data les. 14



As shown in Section 2.1, for non-organized crime drug cases, the variables available



in the EOUSA data les provide good measures of the severity of the crime, including the type and amount of drugs seized, whether a case involves multiple defendants, and the percentage of Organized Crime Drug Task Force cases. See Section 3.1 for a discussion of why the agency problem is speci c to these cases.
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Two groups of defendants are studied in this paper. The rst group (Sample 1) contains only defendants listed in both EOUSA and AOUSC data. The second group (Sample 2) contains only defendants that are listed in all of the three data sets listed above. For this second group biographical information is also available, but the sample may be biased. Three empirical tests are included in this section. Section 2.1 explores the appropriateness of the proxies for case severity using a Tobit model. The empirical relationship between plea rate and district size is discussed in Section 2.2. Section 2.3 estimates the production function for monitoring. Section 2.4 discusses whether the relationship between plea rates and size is consistent with the estimated monitoring technology.



2.1 Proxies for case severity In order to compare plea rates, one needs to adjust for dierences in case mix across districts. In the context of the model analyzed in this paper, case mix is measured by severity { the time a defendant spends in jail if convicted in a trial of the crime. It is important to note that one cannot use information on the charges 17



brought against the defendant to measure severity. Under a plea agreement, the prosecutor may le lower charges in exchange for a guilty plea. This results in a negative relationship between the severity of the charges and the likelihood of a plea, which needs to be distinguished from the relationship between severity and the likelihood of a plea agreement found in the model. Further, the relationship between severity of charges and the severity of the crime varies across districts as a function of the cost of prosecution and the plea policies. For this reason, the following variables that are available from the EOUSA dataset are used instead to control for case severity: 1. Weight of drugs. One of the main variables that aect the sentence is the amount of drugs in the case. The U.S. Sentencing Guidelines (USSG) provide tables that convert the severity of dierent drugs. For instance, one gram of cocaine equals 200 grams of marijuana. The equivalent amount of marijuana is further converted to its corresponding minimum sentence using the USSG conversion table. 2. Multiple defendants. The USSG provides higher penalties for multiple defendant cases (see Appendix A). 18



3. Public counsel. The cost of private counsel for a federal drug trial is quite high. For this reason, for less severe oenses, even defendants with means will select public counsel.15 4. Percentage of cases that are Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF) cases. Part of case severity is not observed from the data used here. For instance, whether a gun is involved in the case greatly aects the severity of the penalty but is not recorded in the EOUSA dataset. OCDETF targets high-level drug trackers and large-scale money laundering operations [9]; hence the percentage of OCDETF cases provides information on the level of criminality in the district. In other words, a higher percentage of OCDETF cases reveals a higher average level of severity of cases prosecuted at the federal level in that district. 5. Biographical variables. Drug dealers, to minimize the risks in being caught by the police, tend to hire poor, illiterate youth as retailers and women to rent crack and stash-houses [27]. Hence, female, young, less educated individuals are less likely to be convicted for oenses that carry longer jail sentences (such as Continuing Criminal Enter15



Personal communication with Lee Lawess, Federal Public Counsel.
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prise cases). Non-white drug defendants are also more likely to carry a weapon, which is a signi cant factor in the prison sentence [14]. 6. Dummy variables for the year when a case was received by the AUSA are included to take into account the change in composition of cases across years. The description of the variables is found in Tables 2, 3, and 4 on pages 46 and 47. The Tobit regressions in Table 5 on page 48 con rm that the variables discussed above are indeed measures of severity. Regression (1) examines Sample 1, while Regression (2) examines Sample 2.



2.2 District size and plea probability In this subsection, a logistic regression is used to estimate the probability with which the outcome of the prosecution is a plea (versus a jury trial verdict in District Court) and its relationship with the monitoring ability of the USA in that district. For each year and district, the number of AUSAs (size) is used as a predictor for monitoring ability. As discussed in Section 1.5, the eect of size on monitoring need not be monotonic, and hence both a linear term and a quadratic term of the size variable are included in the 20



regressions. Further, the proxies for case severity discussed in Section 2.1 are used to control for the case mix. Finally, trial cost is proxied by the number of cases per AUSA.16 Summarizing, the unit of observation is a defendant suspected of drug tracking. A logistic regression estimates the likelihood with which the case is settled by a plea as a function of variables controlling for case mix, stang, and monitoring abilities, and variables indicating the year. The results can be found on Table 6, page 48. Regressions (1) and (2) use Sample 1, while regressions (3), (4) and (5) use Sample 2. The results of Regression (1) show that, as predicted in the model, higher severity leads to a lower likelihood of a plea. The proxies for severity that have an eect on the probability of plea bargain and are statistically signi cant at the 1% level are the following: weight of drugs, multiple defendants, public counsel, and percentage of OCDETF cases. Further, as 16



The following argument provides one justi cation for using cases per AUSA as a proxy



for trial cost. Assume there is some small drug tracking case that the AUSA could be taking that would lead to n years in prison. The probability that the AUSA takes on the case, P (x; ) is a decreasing function of both the number of cases an AUSA has to P (x;) < 0. prosecute, x, and the percentage of trial cases, . Furthermore, assume that d dxd 2



(x;) Then, the marginal expected cost of going to trial, ,n dP d , is increasing in x.
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predicted in the model, a higher cost of trial leads to a higher likelihood of a plea. The proxy for the cost of trial, cases per AUSA, is statistically signi cant at the 1 % level. Finally, both size and (size)2 have eects on the probability of plea bargain that are statistically signi cant at the 1% level. Hence one concludes that the monitoring level is higher in average sized districts than in small and large districts. One relevant concern for Regression (1) is that defendants involved in the same case or cases prosecuted in the same district-year might have correlated error terms that result from case or district-year eects not captured in the regression model. Regression (2) and Regression (3) address this issue. Regression (2) considers the random eect of case and replicates all the signi cant results from Regression (1). Similarly, Regression (3) obtains signi cant eects for all the variables when district-year random eects are controlled for. Regressions (4) and (5) use Sample 2. Since biographical information is provided for these observations, some additional proxies for severity are included in Regression (4). As predicted, cases involving young, white, females are more likely to be resolved by a plea agreement. To test whether the results follow from selection bias present in this sample, Regression (5) 22



is run with the same regressors contained as in Regressions (1){(3) but with Sample 2. Again, the results from both Regression (4) and Regression (5) are signi cant and of the predicted signs, except for the education variables.



2.3 District size and eectiveness The results presented in the previous subsection suggest that the monitoring technology may exhibit increasing returns to scale for small districts, and decreasing returns to scale for large districts. The regressions in Table 5 con rm this intuition. Speci cally, a logistic regression is used to estimate the probability of a plea as a function of the characteristics of the case, number of cases per AUSA, and the level of eective monitoring. Adopting the functional form in Proposition 2, `eective monitoring' is equal to monitoring expenditure per prosecuting attorney, n,mm , times the monitoring eectiveness, a + bn + cn2. In Regression (1), observations from Sample 1 are used. Regression (2) includes case random eects, and Regression (3) includes district-year random eects. Regressions (4) and (5) use observations from Sample 2 with (4) containing biographical information and (5) excluding these variables. All the results have signi cant coecients for all the variables at the 5 % level, 23



except the education variables in Regression (5). The results in Regression (1) should be interpreted as follows. Monitoring expenditure is



m n,m .



The eectiveness of monitoring expenditure is



,2:43 + 0:055n , 0:00026n2 . Hence, average sized districts can monitor more eciently than larger or smaller districts.



2.4 Monitoring eectiveness and eective monitoring Section 2.3 established that if monitoring eectiveness is a + bn + cn2, then



b > 0 and c < 0. By Proposition 2, the optimal level of monitoring is increasing for small districts and decreasing for large districts. Hence, the empirical relationship between monitoring and district size derived in Section 2.2 is consistent with the optimal allocation of AUSAs between monitoring and prosecuting. The empirical results on eective monitoring level and monitoring eectiveness also suggest that the distinction between these two concepts needs to be emphasized in the literature. Monitoring expenditure per worker is also endogenously determined and hence also aects the level of monitoring.17 17



For district-years with 110 AUSAs or less, the average monitoring expenditure per



prosecuting attorney ( n,mm ) is decreasing in district size (n). This explains the empirical result that monitoring eectiveness is increasing more rapidly in district size compared to
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3 Discussion of assumptions This section provides some additional justi cation for the assumptions in the model; speci cally, that AUSAs prefer trials more often than USAs, that prosecutors maximize the time the defendant spends in jail, that plea bargaining is a feasible option, that the AUSA does not reveal the private information to the defendant, that the defendant (and not the AUSA) makes a take-it-or-leave-it settlement oer, and that prosecution cost involved in plea bargain is zero.



3.1 Nature of the agency problem The nature of the agency problem is more controversial than the existence of the problem.18 For instance, one often hears the argument that compared to USAs, AUSAs want to plea cases more often because this will reduce their workload [11]. However, it is our belief that this is not the appropriate way of modeling the agents considered in this paper. First, although the USA and AUSA both want to maximize the time that the defendant spends in jail, as the de facto regional head of Department eective monitoring level within this range. 18 For instance, see Schulhofer and Nagel [23].
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of Justice, the USA is more concerned than the AUSA that trials take up prosecutorial resources that could be used more eectively in other cases, and is also more likely to be sensitive to the fact that Federal judges dislike drug trials (Little [13]). Second, to acquire a reputation for expertise in a particular area of prosecution requires going to trial [11]. Third, the AUSAs relevant to our data sample may see a trial as a way of developing trial experience which is helpful in gaining private sector employment [17, page 155]).19 In our paper, the cases studied are limited to drug tracking cases that are not handled by the Organized Crime Drug Enforcement Task Force (OCDETF). Because the handling of such cases is an entry position in a USA oce, these AUSAs are more likely to be interested in seeking trial experience.20 19



This fact is also con rmed during our personal communication with St. Louis Circuit



Attorney, Dee Joyce-Hayes. Giord [6] suggests a dierent motive for preferring trial. As an assistant prosecutor in Philadelphia commented: \When I get a case that looks interesting and I think I can win it, I don't want to encourage a guilty plea. I joined the district attorney's oce so that I could try that kind of case to a jury." 20 It takes 5 to 6 trials for a prosecutor to gain familiarity with such issues as jury selection. (Personal communication with Lee Lawess, Federal Public Counsel.) For such cases and the time period studied, the number of trials per prosecutor and per year is
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For these reasons, we argue that the nature of the agency problem is that AUSAs would like to go to trial more often than the USA, and the seriousness of the agency problem will depend on the level of monitoring of the USA.



3.2 Prosecutors maximize the time the defendant spends in jail Just as in Glaeser et al [7], Landes [12], and Reinganum [20], the objective function of the USA and the AUSA depend on the time that the defendant spends in jail. In Grossman and Katz [8] and Reinganum [19], the prosecutor also tries to minimize the likelihood of convicting an innocent defendant. Concern for the innocent defendant seems more applicable to state prosecution. Lynch states [21]: \De facto, in the real criminal justice system that operates in the U.S. Attorney's Oce, there is not a presumption of innocence, there is a presumption of guilt." Similarly, Berlin [2] writes: \Prosecutors and law enforcement ocials have incentives to obtain harsh sentences for oenders because of the adversarial nature of their jobs and because of public pressure to put criminals behind bars." While these statements may not be 3.14. Hence, it takes on average two years for an AUSA to acquire most of the available human capital with such an entry position.
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entirely accurate, they seem to be a reasonable approximation for the drug tracking cases considered in this paper. For instance, if one looks at drug tracking matters considered by Assistant United States Attorneys in scal year 1994, 1.3 % were disposed for lack of evidence of criminal intent, while 1 % were disposed on the basis that no federal oense was evident. For all other matters these numbers are 3 % and 2.1 %, respectively.



3.3 Federal sentencing guidelines and plea bargaining The sentencing guidelines were passed to ensure uniformity in sentencing.21 Note, however, that the guidelines do not preclude bargaining over drug sentences. As discussed in Schulhofer and Nagel [23], under the sentencing guidelines, AUSA can engage in charge bargaining, fact bargaining, and guideline factor bargaining. Suppose an individual is charged with drug tracking. Under charge bargaining, the drug tracking charges are dismissed, but the defendant pleads guilty to lesser charges (such as simple possession or use of a communication facility involving drug tracking). Under fact bargaining, in exchange of a guilty plea, the AUSA makes 21



See Appendix A for a short discussion of the sentencing guidelines.
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a motion for reducing the sentence because of substantial assistance, even though the defendant did not assist the prosecutor at all.22 Under guideline factor bargaining, the plea agreement include stipulations that yield predictable results under the guidelines.



3.4 Veri ability of the information The model does not allow the AUSA to share the private information with the defendant. Note that the AUSA always has an incentive to claim to have the most incriminating unveri able information (i.e., t = 1). Such a statement involves convincing the defendant that there are no weaknesses in the case that the defendant is not aware of. It is our contention that such a statement is not veri able at the plea bargaining stage (see Section 1.2). Since, in equilibrium, the defendant does not believe in unveri able claims, it is without loss of generality that one assumes that unveri able information is not revealed.23 22



Other ways to vary the sentence follow: putting in or leaving out from the indictment



that a sale took place within 1000 feet of a school, including or excluding a gun count [4]. 23 This result does not hold if, as in Shavell [24], the defendant cannot tell whether the AUSA cannot convey information or chooses not to convey information.
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3.5 Defendant makes settlement oer Just as in Reinganum [20], this paper assumes that the defendant makes the plea oer. It is straightforward to solve the model where, just as in Reinganum [19], the AUSA { instead of the defendant { makes a take-itor-leave-it oer.24 The theoretical results used in the empirical section do not change. Speci cally, a plea is more likely the higher the punishment to the AUSA in case of a trial and the lower the sentence for the defendant if convicted in a trial. However, such a model requires assumptions more restrictive than the ones in the paper. First, since in equilibrium the defendant rejects (almost) all plea oers with positive probability, the insubordination is not as clear cut as in the model in the paper where the AUSA rejects a favorable plea bargain. Second, the equilibrium concepts must be stronger than subgame perfection to ensure a separating equilibrium.



3.6 Prosecution cost involved in plea bargain is zero In the model, we assume that it is costless for the prosecutor to settle a case by plea bargain. Compared to a trial, a plea involves fewer prosecutorial 24



As usual, proof of this assertion is available from authors.
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resources. (See Footnote 24.) An additional justi cation for our assumption is that only the dierence between trial cost and plea cost determines the predictions from the model. It can be easily shown that including a non-zero plea cost will not change the results.



4 Conclusion Table 1 on pages 44 shows that there are large dierences in the likelihood of a plea across districts and over time. A theoretical model explains this variation as the result of dierences in case mix, stang level, and dierences in supervision in United States Attorney districts. There are two main assumptions in the model. First, the AUSA has private information over the outcome of a trial. The private information is used to extract longer plea bargain sentences from the defendant which leads to some cases to go to trial. Second, the cost of going to trial is higher for the USA than for the AUSA. Hence, plea bargaining is more likely to fail if the USA cannot monitor the AUSA eectively. Although the bargaining model discussed in this paper is of a particular form, it is our belief that the results derive from the two assumptions discussed above, and hence will hold 31



true in more general cases. (See for instance Landes [12].) Empirical estimates con rm the theoretical explanation. Speci cally, defendants that are more likely to plea are individuals involved in cases with less severe sentences. So, a case involving a single defendant represented by public counsel where lower amount and less severe type of drugs is seized is less likely to go to trial. Further, average-size districts tend to have a larger percent of pleas. For large districts, the eect that size has on plea rates provides additional empirical evidence that oces of large size nd it more dicult to monitor their employees. For small districts, the results imply that increases in size reduce diculties in monitoring, in contrast with the existing literature.25 Surprisingly, the size of a United States Attorney district varies greatly in ways that are hard to justify. Some States, such as Arizona, Colorado, and Massachusetts, have only one United States Attorney district. Other States, such as Arkansas and Iowa, are split into two dierent United States Attorney districts. Our ndings indicate that redrawing the districts would lead to greater administrative eciency.26 25 26



This may be explained by the superior organizational structure of larger oces. The agency relationship between USAs and the Department of Justice is beyond the



scope of this paper. However, in considering the optimal size of a district one should keep
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Appendix A: A brief description of the sentencing guidelines The main sources for this brief description of the sentencing guidelines are Stith and Cabranes [25] and The Federal Sentencing Guideline Manual [26]. After a defendant pleads guilty or is convicted of a crime, the court assigns a probation ocer to write a pre-sentence report. The report includes all the facts that are relevant in the sentencing of the defendant, and not just the charges the individual was convicted of. The prosecutor and the defense can comment on the report, but the Federal Judge makes the nal ruling over the facts that are relevant for sentencing. Unlike the trial, the standard of proof is preponderance of the evidence (and not beyond the reasonable doubt). Speci cally, the charges that an individual is convicted of set statutory minimum and maximum sentences, while the sentencing guidelines, which are based on the relevant facts, select a narrower range within the statutory limits. The Federal Sentencing Guideline Manual [26] provides a grid with forty-three oense levels (one for each row) and six criminal histories (one for each column). The grid assigns a range of sentences for each oense level and criminal history. The oense level depends on the charged oense of conviction and factors depending on the behavior of the defendant (for instance, the use of a rearm during the commission of the crime, the defendant's role in the oense, and whether the defendant accepted responsibility for his or her actions). A judge can select a sentence within the range or can depart from the range if warranted by aggravating or mitigating circumstances not taken into consideration by the sentencing commission or if the defendant provided substantial assistance to the prosecution (see [26], x5K1.1). However, the prosecutor and the defendant can appeal such deviations. Consider a defendant with no criminal history. A conviction of tracking 15 grams of Heroin leads to an oense level of 16 and a prison time of 21{27 months. 1. If instead the quantity of heroin had been 30 grams of heroin, the oense level would have been 18 and prison time 27{33. 2. There is a two-level increase if a dangerous weapon was possessed during the drug oense (raising the oense level to 18 and the prison time to 27{33), see [26], x3C1.1. 3. There is a four-level increase if the individual is the organizer or leader of a criminal activity that involves ve or more participants (raising the oense level to 20 and the prison time to 33{41 months), see [26], x3B1.1A.
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4. There is a two-level increase if the individual is the organizer or leader of a criminal activity that involves between two to four participants, see [26], x3B1.1C. 5. There is a reduction of 3 levels for \timely notifying authorities of his intention to enter a plea of guilty, thereby permitting the government to avoid preparing for trial and permitting the court to allocate its resources eciently," see [26], x3E1.1
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Appendix B: An Example Illustrating Private Information Possessed by AUSA This section gives an example of the type of private information which is modeled in the paper. On January 5, 1975, Juan Rodriguez was approached at gunpoint by three persons, including Sylvester Jones, who forced their way into the vehicle, drove him a distance and stole his wallet before releasing him. On April 22, 1976, Jones pleaded guilty of the crime under an agreement with the prosecution because he did not know that four days prior Rodriguez had died. On sentencing, June 7, 1976, the defendant, having been informed of the death was not allowed to withdraw the plea. The appeal by the defendant was denied because the Court found that \no prosecutor is obliged to share his appraisal of the weakness of his own cases (as opposed to speci c exculpatory evidence) with defense counsel." (People v. Jones 44 N.Y.2d; 375 N.E.2d 41.) In this example, the private information is that the main witness in the case is dead. As discussed in McMunigal [15], a defendant's rights to discovery are much more limited during a plea than during a trial. Further, the United States Attorneys Manual states that \pretrial disclosure of a witness identity should not be made if there is, in the judgment of the prosecutor, any reason to believe that such disclosure would endanger the safety of the witness or any other person, or lead to eorts to obstruct justice."27 Given the violent nature of drug tracking, this indicates that in the cases discussed in the paper, the prosecutor does not have to disclose the identity of the witnesses before the trial.



27



http://www.usdoj.gov/usao/eousa/foia/foiamanuals.html.
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Appendix C: Proofs This section contains the proofs of the results in the paper.



Proposition 1 Consider a subgame perfect equilibrium of the game. If for all p



and S , the solution to maxA UD (A; p; c; S ) is regular and interior, then the probability of a plea bargain, , is increasing in p, increasing in c, and decreasing in S. Proof : The defendant chooses A to maximize UD (A; p; c; S ) where



UD (A; p; c; S ) = ,F (A)x(A) , S



Z1



A



tf (t)dt:



At the optimum,



dUD = ,F (A)S , f (A)[AS , (P , T )] + ASf (A) dA = ,F (A)S + f (A)(P , T ) = 0: d2 D @G Let G(A; p; c; S ) = ,F (A)S + f (A)(P , T ). Then, @G @A = dA2 < 0, @p = @G dT @G f (A) dP dp > 0, @c = ,f (A) dc > 0, and @S = ,F (A) < 0, where the rst inequality holds since the solution is interior and regular. @G @G @p dA @c By the implicit function theorem, dA dp = , @G > 0, dc = , @G > 0, and dA dS



@G @S = , @G @A



Hence,



@A



< 0.



d = d dA = f (A) dA > 0; dp dA dp dp



and,



d = d dA = f (A) dA > 0; dc dA dc dc d = d dA = f (A) dA < 0: dS dA dS dS
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@A



P ,T



Lemma 1 Let f (1) < P ,S T , Ff ((P ,SST )) < P ,S T , and let Ff ((tt)) be a monotone decreasing function. Then, the solution to maxA UD (A; p; S ) is regular and interior. Proof : Fix p and S , from the defendant's optimization problem,



dUD = ,F (A)S + f (A)(P , T ): dA



P ,T



At A = P ,S T , dUdAD = ,F ( P ,S T )S + f ( P ,S T )(P , T ) > 0, since Ff (( P ,ST )) < P ,S T . S At A = 1, dUdAD = ,S + f (1)(P , T ) < 0, since f (1) < P ,S T . Hence, Ff ((AA)) being strictly decreasing implies that there is a unique solution A 2 P ,S T ; 1 and thus a unique x > 0 to the equation de ned by the rst order condition.



Remark 1 Since Ff ((tt)) is a decreasing function of the hazard rate 1,f F(t()t) , the mono-



tonicity condition required on Ff ((tt)) in Lemma 1 is equivalent to requiring an increasing hazard function. The condition f (1) < P ,S T is needed to guarantee that P ,T there are cases where the defendant would like to go to trial, while Ff (( P S,T )) > P ,S T S is necessary to ensure that the defendant will make only non-negative oers in plea bargaining.



Proposition 2 Let p = h(m; n) = n,mm (a + bn + cn2), where the domain of h is



such that a + bn + cn2 > 0. De ne the function g as the solution of the equation Then g (n; h(m; n)) = mn . Then, g is well-de ned and gp > 0. Furthermore, if b >? 0, and c < 0, then there exists n? 2 N+ such that dpdn? > 0 when n < n? and dp < 0 when n > n? . dn



Proof : To facilitate exposition, introduce the following notation: f (n; r) = nr = m, and s(n; r) = (f(n; r); n). Hence, h(s(n; r)) = h(f (n; r); n) = h(m; n).  Let T (n; r) = n; h(rn; n) . Let g (n; p) = 2T ,1 (n; p) where 2 : R2 ! R is such that 2 (x; y ) = y . The existence of T ,1 is established below. Fix n. Let hn (r) = h(rn; n) and gn (p) = g (n; p). Then, gn = h,n1 and hn (gn(p)) = p. Hence, if T ,1 is well de ned, then the function g is de ned as in the paper. First, note h1 > 0 implies that T is 1-to-1. Second, note that



DT (n; r) =



1



0



DhDnS DhDr S
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!



and that



1



(DT ),1(n; r) = 















0



!



1 DhDr S



nS , DhD DhDr S



where Dh(m; n) = hm ; hn = h1 ; h2 , and



;



!



r n : 1 0



DS (n; r) =



Hence h1 > 0 implies that DhD1 r S = nh1 1 > 0 and therefore (DT ),1 is non-singular. By the inverse function theorem, T ,1 (n; p) is well de ned and D[T ,1 (n; p)] = (DT ),1(n; r). By the chain rule, Dg (n; p) = D2(n; p)D[T ,1(n; p)] ! 1 0 = (0; 1)



Since h1 > 0, gp = Further,



1 nh1



1 nS , DhD DhDr S DhDr S   = , DhDn S ; 1 DhDr S DhDr S  rh1 + h2 1  = , nh ; nh : 1



> 0.



1



h  i gnp = Dpgn = , (nh1 )2 h1 + nDh1 DSDn T ,1(n; p) : 







1



Since Dh1(m; n) = h11; h12 ,   Dh1(m; n)DS (n; r)Dn T ,1(n; p)



Hence, and,



=







rh11 + h12







1



nS , DhD DhDr S nS = rh11 + h12 , nh11 DhD DhDr S :



h  n S i; gnp (n; p) = , (nh1 )2 h1 + n rh11 + h12 , nh11 DhD DhD S



1



r



4 ): (1 , g )gnp + gn gp = , (n4 , m) (b + 2cn 2 2 n (a + bn + cn )
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?



As discussed in Section 1.5, the sign of dpdn depends? on the values of the parameters in the monitoring technology. Speci cally, dpdn has the opposite sign of (1 , g )gnp + gn gp . Hence, for b > 0 and c < 0, there exists n? > 0 such that (1 , g )gnp + gn gp < 0 if n < n? and (1 , g )gnp + gn gp > 0 if n > n? .
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44 46 47 47 48 48 49



Table 1: Percentage of Cases Settled by Plea Bargain District 1993 1994 1995 1996 National 0.87298 0.90435 0.91648 0.9526 Alaska 0.76389 0.83529 0.94175 0.97674 Alabama, Middle 0.67081 0.77551 0.76515 0.76923 Alabama, Northern 0.79558 0.87941 0.88055 0.83221 Alabama, Southern 0.83957 0.8189 0.84667 0.91398 Arkansas, Eastern 0.88298 0.87917 0.92105 0.95714 Arkansas, Western 0.83333 0.88281 0.89583 0.95 Arizona 0.93159 0.93668 0.95544 0.98736 California, Central 0.87918 0.91213 0.93189 0.97975 California, Eastern 0.87302 0.93578 0.96053 0.99095 California, Northern 0.94152 0.98936 0.97576 1 California, Southern 0.94208 0.95195 0.96771 0.98935 Colorado 0.8589 0.98016 0.92308 0.97826 Connecticut 0.88 0.87778 0.91429 0.92308 Delaware 0.7381 0.86486 0.90698 1 Florida, Middle 0.81763 0.89133 0.85142 0.92386 Florida, Northern 0.80556 0.75315 0.78309 0.75 Florida, Southern 0.82613 0.86334 0.86606 0.92456 Georgia, Middle 0.84659 0.8895 0.904 0.88889 Georgia, Northern 0.85474 0.8645 0.93432 0.89212 Georgia, Southern 0.89326 0.93931 0.93141 0.9916 Hawaii 0.83893 0.94787 0.96552 0.99495 Iowa, Northern 0.78626 0.92233 0.8913 1 Iowa, Southern 0.76786 0.84564 0.85789 0.89744 Idaho 0.76563 0.84211 0.95946 1 Illinois, Central 0.91133 0.92105 0.89873 0.95238 Illinois, Northern 0.84982 0.87854 0.9396 1 Illinois, Southern 0.83981 0.80508 0.88929 0.94737 Indiana, Northern 0.82099 0.94915 0.91053 0.94118 Indiana, Southern 0.86188 0.9196 0.92784 0.96296 Kansas 0.84375 0.87352 0.85771 0.95714 Kentucky, Eastern 0.86772 0.84366 0.90391 0.94681 Kentucky, Western 0.86127 0.91892 0.93496 0.90476 Louisiana, Eastern 0.89243 0.95157 0.95192 0.99074 Louisiana, Middle 0.68966 0.92063 0.93151 0.9 Louisiana, Western 0.87429 0.8744 0.86957 0.97561 Dates refer to scal years. Source: FJSRC Standard Analysis Files. 44



Percentage of Cases Settled by Plea Bargain (Cont'd.) District 1993 1994 1995 1996 Massachusetts 0.88142 0.85382 0.9127 0.97619 Maryland 0.91321 0.85269 0.86282 0.95062 Maine 0.92708 0.92373 0.88889 0.95122 Michigan, Eastern 0.88752 0.91133 0.90964 0.9375 Michigan, Western 0.81281 0.87582 0.91085 0.9403 Minnesota 0.9019 0.87087 0.87023 0.91549 Missouri, Eastern 0.82986 0.88889 0.87139 0.91736 Missouri, Western 0.89508 0.91167 0.91016 0.88889 Mississippi, Northern 0.84756 0.83333 0.89109 0.91304 Mississippi, Southern 0.84571 0.9 0.85561 0.95763 Montana 0.81481 0.89163 0.90234 0.9375 North Carolina, Eastern 0.86118 0.87559 0.93056 0.93103 North Carolina, Middle 0.79227 0.83742 0.86783 0.8375 North Carolina, Western 0.91459 0.94426 0.92075 0.91429 North Dakota 0.82667 0.9 0.95652 0.97414 Nebraska 0.93514 0.92529 0.92169 0.97222 New Hampshire 0.96825 0.96842 0.95238 0.90323 New Jersey 0.86579 0.95076 0.94249 0.97425 New Mexico 0.93115 0.92717 0.92195 1 Nevada 0.86667 0.91808 0.92857 0.96 New York, Eastern 0.9267 0.96029 0.95956 0.97633 New York, Northern 0.8835 0.93713 0.9637 0.98684 New York, Southern 0.91418 0.94297 0.9457 0.94949 New York, Western 0.96386 0.98387 0.9641 0.97561 Ohio, Northern 0.91207 0.94964 0.93059 0.93985 Ohio, Southern 0.90068 0.93767 0.94958 0.99123 Oklahoma, Eastern 0.84615 0.91525 0.87273 0.88 Oklahoma, Northern 0.84733 0.80952 0.8882 0.90909 Oklahoma, Western 0.86179 0.86598 0.85714 0.84884 Oregon 0.88889 0.97789 0.97024 0.98462 Pennsylvania, Eastern 0.90574 0.86895 0.90192 0.95699 Pennsylvania, Middle 0.88477 0.93353 0.96429 1 Pennsylvania, Western 0.85022 0.90159 0.93011 0.98113 Rhode Island 0.81132 0.83333 0.82645 0.90625 South Carolina 0.90594 0.924 0.95764 0.93989 South Dakota 0.78873 0.90361 0.89744 0.91667 Tennessee, Eastern 0.875 0.87772 0.89139 0.91139 45



Percentage of Cases Settled by Plea Bargain (Cont'd.) District 1993 1994 1995 1996 Tennessee, Middle 0.92 0.95683 0.90217 1 Tennessee, Western 0.87195 0.9039 0.875 0.94595 Texas, Eastern 0.84158 0.87255 0.91832 0.84 Texas, Northern 0.8291 0.91489 0.89664 0.96729 Texas, Southern 0.83053 0.90777 0.90551 0.93282 Texas, Western 0.86709 0.90496 0.95399 0.9731 Utah 0.89333 0.88125 0.94737 0.94253 Virginia, Eastern 0.81466 0.84953 0.87552 0.88636 Virginia, Western 0.83333 0.81661 0.83613 0.825 Vermont 0.90909 1 0.91139 0.9 Washington, Eastern 0.92 0.93667 0.94928 0.93443 Washington, Western 0.93657 0.93598 0.92035 1 Wisconsin, Eastern 0.92258 0.89706 0.89503 0.97778 Wisconsin, Western 0.81944 0.85321 0.82813 0.94737 West Virginia, Northern 0.90625 0.87879 0.79798 1 West Virginia, Southern 0.9386 0.92188 0.89944 0.98246 Wyoming 0.95313 0.88462 0.89815 0.91489 Number of Observations 25917 32578 31440 12216



Table 2: District variables used in regressions. Variable Source Range Mean  Observations District size FOIA [9.11, 219,47] 44.4540227 41.2387379 353 Cases per AUSA FOIA [0.617, 130.556] 22.1997554 21.4382715 353 % OCDETF EOUSA [0, 1] 0.2543483 0.2266158 353 Note: the number of observations is 353 (instead of 356) since in this sample there are no (non-OCDETF) drug tracking cases for Idaho in 1993 and 1996 and for Vermont in 1996.
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Table 3: Defendant variables used in regressions (Sample 1). Variable Source Range Mean  Observations Plea (vs jury trial) EOUSA 0, Plea=1 0.9037619 0.2949234 25094 Prison time (months) EOUSA [0, 11988] 73.1344943 192.1242239 25094 Weight of drugs (months in prison) EOUSA [0, 235] 18.8725592 41.5257934 25094 Multiple defendants EOUSA 0, Multi=1 0.8494859 0.3575817 25094 Public Counsel AOUSC 0, Public=1 0.3221089 0.4672937 25094 Case received in 1994 EOUSA 0, 1994=1 0.3172472 0.4654138 25094 Case received in 1995 EOUSA 0, 1995=1 0.3333466 0.4714186 25094 Case received in 1996 EOUSA 0, 1996=1 0.1093090 0.3120327 25094



Table 4: Defendant variables used in regressions (Sample 2). Variable Source Range Mean  Observations Plea (vs jury trial) EOUSA 0, Plea=1 0.906742 0.2908020 15795 Prison time (months) EOUSA [0, 11988] 74.737132 189.1870063 15795 Weight of drugs (months in prison) EOUSA [0, 235] 19.160747 42.3292366 15795 Multiple defendants EOUSA 0, Multi=1 0.819499 0.3846157 15795 Public Counsel AOUSC 0, Public=1 0.299651 0.4581199 15795 White defendant USSC 0, White=1 0.602532 0.4893897 15795 Male defendant USSC 0, Male=1 0.865210 0.3415094 15795 Age of defendant USSC [18, 78] 32.796517 9.6922638 15795 Years of education USSC [0, 20] 10.510857 3.0315851 15795 Case received in 1994 EOUSA 0, 1994=1 0.299905 0.4582306 15795 Case received in 1995 EOUSA 0, 1995=1 0.479518 0.4995962 15795 Case received in 1996 EOUSA 0, 1996=1 0.156252 0.3631056 15795 EOUSA denotes Executive Oce of United States Attorneys. AOUSC denotes Administrative Oce of U.S. Courts. USSC denotes U.S. Sentencing Commission. FOIA denotes Freedom of Information Act request. 47



Table 5: Tobit regression for the number of months in jail. Regression (1) (2) Weight of Drugs 0:26520:0001 0:22820:0001 Multiple defendants 19:35590:0001 16:14080:0001 Public Counsel ,13:44120:0001 ,8:83210:0135 White defendant ,48:00010:0001 Male defendant 55:76110:0001 Age of defendant 0:63080:0002 Years of Education 3:46850:0814 (Years of Education)2 ,0:26040:0120 Fraction of OCDETF cases 91:02060:0001 76:96490:0001 Case received in 1994 ,4:45300:2065 ,22:43290:0012 Case received in 1995 ,1:29190:7161 ,21:22250:0016 Case received in 1996 ,3:44730:4834 ,21:24070:0055 Intercept 29:94790:0001 11:68110:4480 Number of Observations 25094 15795 Each cell contains the coecient of the regression and the P-value. Table 6: Probability with which a case leads to plea agreement. Regression (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) District size 0:009100:0001 0:014600:0001 0:012090:0001 0:007460:0001 0:009730:0001 (District size)2 ,0:000040:0001 ,0:000070:0001 ,0:000060:0001 ,0:000030:0001 ,0:000040:0001 Weight of drugs ,0:004170:0001 ,0:006460:0001 ,0:004270:0001 ,0:004090:0001 ,0:004060:0001 Multiple defendants ,0:485970:0001 ,0:640990:0001 ,0:438410:0001 ,0:476210:0001 ,0:473270:0001 % OCDETF ,0:648640:0001 ,1:143190:0001 ,0:653740:0190 ,0:426390:0150 ,0:574330:0010 Public Counsel 0:217530:0001 0:376250:0001 0:135380:0090 0:243440:0001 0:267570:0001 White defendant 0:657170:0001 Male defendant ,0:333260:0001 Age of defendant ,0:014510:0001 Years of education 0:046620:1760 (Years of education)2 ,0:001470:4110 Cases per AUSA 0:005700:0001 0:008290:0010 0:006060:0090 0:003520:0130 0:003780:0080 1994 0:158010:0060 0:201130:0540 0:256530:0080 0:260270:0120 0:259860:0110 1995 0:275020:0001 0:380060:0001 0:368130:0001 0:480960:0001 0:486860:0001 1996 0:648720:0001 1:029550:0001 0:678780:0001 0:758350:0001 0:788970:0001 Intercept 2:145450:0001 3:819800:0001 2:148520:0001 2:115180:0001 1:906230:0001 No. of Observations 25094 25094 25094 15795 15795 Each cell contains the coecient and the P-value. 48



Table 7: Monitoring and plea probability. Regression (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) m ,2:43081 , 4 : 21862 , 2 : 86103 , 3 : 44961 , 3 : 48486 0:0001 0:0040 0:0080 0:0001 0:0001 n,m n n,mm 0:054890:0001 0:084460:0001 0:084270:0080 0:031650:0620 0:052930:0020 n2 n,mm ,0:000260:0001 ,0:000400:0001 ,0:000420:0030 ,0:000150:0440 ,0:000230:0030 Weight of drugs ,0:004130:0001 ,0:006400:0001 ,0:004280:0001 ,0:004080:0001 ,0:004080:0001 Multiple defendants ,0:490060:0001 ,0:652530:0001 ,0:441200:0001 ,0:489890:0001 ,0:486780:0001 % OCDETF ,0:725460:0001 ,1:298070:0001 ,0:770140:0150 ,0:507020:0030 ,0:672340:0001 Public Counsel 0:221050:0001 0:387550:0001 0:137550:0080 0:248430:0001 0:274880:0001 White defendant 0:677090:0001 Male defendant ,0:335200:0001 Age of defendant ,0:014560:0001 Years of education 0:047260:1700 (Years of education)2 ,0:001510:3990 Cases per AUSA 0:005680:0001 0:007680:0050 0:006390:0050 0:003050:0310 0:003430:0160 1994 0:162770:0040 0:235570:0430 0:258010:0080 0:275710:0080 0:270320:0090 1995 0:291470:0001 0:440480:0010 0:390120:0001 0:534700:0001 0:524340:0001 1996 0:658850:0001 1:057830:0001 0:689950:0001 0:785550:0001 0:806870:0001 Intercept 2:542430:0001 4:509070:0001 2:592890:0001 2:678460:0001 2:484200:0001 No. of Observations 25094 25094 25094 15795 15795 Each cell contains the coecient and the P-value.
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